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In the Czech Republic, it has lost eight to nine special devices for monitoring 
In the Czech Republic, it has lost eight

London, 15.07.2018, 20:07 Time

USPA NEWS - In the Czech Republic, it has lost eight to nine special devices for monitoring and locating mobile phones known as
Agata.

Certainly, it is only the fact that these mobile devices have been bought and spent by the Office for Foreign Relations and Information
(ÃšZSI) in the past and paid about ninety million crowns for them. It was the latest and improved types of equipment in the form of a
van equipped with a computer with special software...Writes Pravo
The UZSI allegedly decided to give some kind of assistance to colleagues from Egypt.
The problem, however, is that it is alleged to be the payment of all devices. The investigators are now investigating whether the
Egyptian agate was not just a fictitious purchase, or whether the instruments disappeared somewhere in the Czech Republic, because
their transfer to Egypt has so far not been confirmed.
In this event, everything was wrong and the respondents violated perhaps all possible regulations and laws. And it's still unclear where
the agates are at all, "a trustworthy source from the security forces familiar with the UZSI scrutiny said on Thursday.
However, uncertainties also exist in the case of agates purchased for the purposes
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Certainly, it is only the fact that these mobile devices have been bought and spent by the Office for Foreign Relations and Information
(ÃšZSI) in the past and paid about ninety million crowns for them. It was the latest and improved types of equipment in the form of a
van equipped with a computer with special software...Writes Pravo
The UZSI allegedly decided to give some kind of assistance to colleagues from Egypt.
The problem, however, is that it is alleged to be the payment of all devices. The investigators are now investigating whether the
Egyptian agate was not just a fictitious purchase, or whether the instruments disappeared somewhere in the Czech Republic, because
their transfer to Egypt has so far not been confirmed.
In this event, everything was wrong and the respondents violated perhaps all possible regulations and laws. And it's still unclear where
the agates are at all, "a trustworthy source from the security forces familiar with the IZSI scrutiny said on Thursday.
However, uncertainties also exist in the case of agates purchased for the purposes of the IACS within the Czech Republic. Office staff
investigate suspicions that even in the Czech Republic at least one of these special systems is missing from the secret service.
Investigators allegedly found only one piece in the possession of the UZSI. Writes Pravo
How is it possible for the intelligence to lose such devices? Is not that why, at last, Mr. Babis has taken over as Prime Minister? In the
Czech Republic before the elections, a massive campaign against Mr. Babis, under the name of the Internet Suman account, It would
not be possible for someone who had prepared himself for the time that Mr.Babis would be the Prime Minister. Then again begins the
mysterious internet account of Suman, misinforming and storing on the Internet, the recordings of Mr. Babis - Prime Minister.
Obviously, Mr Babis -the Prime Minister,it will not only have a lot of work to put the Czech Republic in a good position, but it is quite
possible that there will be a lot of work with attacks that can be re-routed with the help of a stolen hearing aid that can be used
anywhere and anytime.
We will wish to the Prime Minister. to be very consistent at all points of his program and especially not to allow in the Czech Republic to
deprive the citizen of liberty of the fact that someone could use in his private hands a very special softwer listening for his own need.
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